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Good morning Chair Hackett, Ranking Member Craig and members of the committee. My
name is Zach Schiller and I am research director at Policy Matters Ohio, a nonprofit,
nonpartisan research institute with the mission of creating a more vibrant, equitable,
sustainable and inclusive Ohio. We oppose Senate Bill 228 and urge you to do the same.
The federal pandemic unemployment benefits approved by Congress and by both the
Trump and Biden administrations were a crucial aid to both Ohio families and the Ohio
economy. According to the Ohio Department of Job & Family Services (ODJFS),
between March 15, 2020, and September 26, 2021, more than 2.3 million Ohioans
received a total of nearly $24 billion in unemployment benefits. More than four-fifths of
that was federal benefits paid by the federal government out of general revenues.
This unemployment compensation was critical in allowing Ohioans to pay the rent or
mortgage, make the car payment, keep the Internet on, and keep food on the table. The
Census Bureau found that altogether, without unemployment benefits, 5.5 million people
would have been pushed below the poverty line last year when they lost their jobs
through no fault of their own.1
ODJFS has agreed that unemployment benefits have a secondary ripple effect on the
economy. “UI benefits allow the unemployed to maintain more of their previous
consumption than they otherwise would be able to,” the agency noted in a 2014 filing.
“When the unemployed cut back on spending, the business owners that serve them lose.
By cushioning the fall in these families’ incomes, unemployment insurance not only helps
the families that receive it, but also prevents further production cuts and layoffs.”2
Moreover, Alan Blinder, a former vice chair of the Federal Reserve Board, and economist
Mark Zandi of Moody’s Analytics found that during the last recession, every dollar of
unemployment insurance resulted in a $1.61 increase in economic output, because as
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benefits are spent, they have a multiplier effect, allowing businesses to hire or add hours
for existing workers.3
For a working person to qualify for unemployment compensation, they must be paid
enough to meet Ohio’s stringent pay threshold, which is higher than in all but a handful
of states in the country. This year, a worker must be paid an average of $280 a week for
at least 20 weeks. This means that a minimum-wage worker employed 31 hours a week
and laid off would not qualify for benefits. Many restaurant and other workers who found
themselves jobless early in the pandemic were in exactly this situation – and thankfully,
Congress created Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA), which allowed many of
them to qualify for federally-paid benefits. Ohio was not among the first to implement
the program; the state didn’t get it started till mid-May 2020, even though Gov. DeWine
signed an agreement with the U.S. Department of Labor covering the benefits on March
28, 2020, immediately after Congress approved the benefits.
Unemployment benefits are intended to stabilize the economy during times of crisis.
These benefits not only ensure families are not wiped out due to economic situations
beyond their control, but they keep our entire economy from deeper recession and
depression spirals. When policymakers end supports too soon or fail to cover enough
workers, the economy suffers. It is no surprise that job growth in Ohio has trailed behind
the national average since Gov. DeWine announced he would cut off Federal Pandemic
Unemployment Compensation (FPUC), the $300 weekly supplemental benefit paid for
by the federal government. The Associated Press analyzed state-by-state data through
September and “found that workforces in the 25 states that maintained the $300
payment actually grew slightly more from May through September …than they did in the
25 states that cut off the payment early, mostly in June.” 4 The large majority of the 7.6
million unemployed workers who saw their benefits cut off in early September have not
yet found jobs. And Ohio employment as of October was still 228,600 jobs short of the
level in February 2020. 5
Numerous studies over the past year have concluded that the additional $300 or $600a-week benefits paid out under the FPUC program did not keep large numbers of
unemployed workers from returning to work. 6 Two of the biggest news organizations in
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Ohio, the Columbus Dispatch and Cleveland.com, have reached the same conclusion
about the $300 benefit cut. The headline in the Dispatch said, “Loss of extra pandemic
unemployment benefits did little to bring Ohioans back to work.” Cleveland.com said:
“Jobless Ohioans didn’t surge back to work after state cut extra $300 unemployment,
data suggests.”7
The national 61.8% labor force participation rate in November was still 1.5 points lower
than it was in February 2020. In Ohio, that rate in October, the latest month reported,
was 61.2%, down more than 225,000 from February 2020. 8 By definition, these Ohioans
are not receiving unemployment benefits; they are not seeking work. There are many
reasons why businesses are experiencing labor shortages – continued health concerns
about the pandemic, inadequate or unaffordable day care, reevaluation by some workers
of their careers. But additional federal unemployment benefits weren’t, and aren’t, one of
them. While some might have thought that last spring, additional federal unemployment
benefits have been gone since early September and still the ‘we’re hiring’ signs are
everywhere.
In fact, the vast majority of UC claimants in Ohio don’t use the full amount of benefits to
which they are entitled (usually 26 weeks). Data from the U.S. Department of Labor show
that in the 12 months ended June 30, much of which time unemployed workers were
eligible for an additional $300 or $600 a week in benefits, just 18.9% of Ohio UC
claimants exhausted their full amount of benefits. That was the fifth-lowest rate of any
state in the country.9
The idea that the Ohio General Assembly was somehow “disallowed” from “participating
in governing its own state,” as one proponent testified, is preposterous. In fact, it was the
General Assembly that wisely decided in the very section of the law this bill seeks to
amend that when the federal government makes additional unemployment benefits
available through a variety of different programs, Ohio should participate in them. As it
is, because of our antiquated UC computer systems, Ohio took longer than several other
states to start up the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) program, which has
subsequently paid benefits to more than 1 million jobless workers. When the next
recession arrives and Congress extends additional benefits, unemployed Ohio workers
should not experience delay in receiving them as they wait for the General Assembly to
act.
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Ohio’s unemployment trust fund is fundamentally insolvent. That has nothing to do with
federal pandemic unemployment benefits, which were paid for by the federal
government, not Ohio businesses. Ohio has underfunded its UC program for decades; the
system has not met the U.S. Department of Labor solvency standard since 1974. Our
benefit levels have been below the national average as a share of wages for the past
decade, including during 2020. Only the first $9,000 in employee wages is taxed, an
amount that hasn’t changed since 1995 and is well below the national average. While
steps need to be taken to improve the solvency of the unemployment trust fund, this bill
will do nothing to achieve that.
Senate Bill 228 could delay critical benefits to Ohio workers. We urge you to shelve this
legislation. Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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